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36 CFR CHAPTER 242 – SUBSISTENCE MANAGEMENT REGULATIONS FOR PUBLIC LANDS IN ALASKA

SECTION VIOLATION AMOUNT

SUBPART A – GENERAL PROVISIONS

242.5 Eligibility for Subsistence Use
242.5(a) Take subsistence fish and wildlife by non-rural Alaska resident or other

unauthorized person, as provided.
250

242.5(b) Take special designated subsistence fish and wildlife by unauthorized
person, as designated.

250

242.6 Licenses, Permits, Harvest Tickets, Tags and Reports
242.6(a) Fail to possess State hunting and trapping licenses, or possess and comply

with Federal or State subsistence permits, harvest tickets and tags.
250

242.6(b) Receipt of Subsistence Registration or Designated Harvester Permit by
person not of legal age.

250

242.6(c) Fail to possess and comply with permit requirements, validation, reporting,
inspection requests, and subpart D of this part.

250

242.6(d) Fail to validate harvest tickets, tags, permits, or other required documents,
or to comply with reporting requirements before removing kill from harvest
site

100

242.6(e) Fail to comply with community harvest system reporting regulations 150

242.6(f) Make fraudulent application for Federal or State license, permits, harvest
ticket or tag, file incorrect harvest report

250

242.7 Restrictions on Use
242.7(a) Use of fish and wildlife, or their parts, taken for subsistence uses, other than

as provided in subpart D of part 242.
250

242.7(c) Barter of fish or wildlife or their parts in violation of §§ 242.25, 242.26,
242.27, or 242.28.

250

SUBPART B – PROGRAM STRUCTURE

242.19 Special Actions
242.19(g) Taking fish and wildlife in violation of restriction, closure, opening, or

temporary change approved by the board.
250
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SUBPART D – SUBSISTENCE TAKING OF FISH AND WILDLIFE

242.25 Subsistence Taking of Fish, Wildlife, and Shellfish: General Regulations
Harvest Limits
242.25(b) Subsistence taking of fish, wildlife, or shellfish outside of unit seasons, in

excess of harvest limits, or in violation of unit-specific regulations for GMU
1–26

250

242.25(c)(1) Accumulating State and Federal harvest limit 250

242.25(c)(4) Fail to give or receive fish, wildlife or shellfish without signed statement when
requested by a state or federal agent, except as otherwise provided

100

242.25(d)(2) Exceeding possession harvest limits of two beneficiaries. 250

242.25(d)(3) Failure to possess valid permit while taking, attempting to take, or transport
fish on behalf of beneficiary.

150

242.25(d)(4) Fishing with more than one legal limit of gear. 150

242.25(d)(5) Designating more than one person to take fish on your behalf at one time. 150

242.25(e) Fail to obtain designated hunter permit prior to attempting to harvest wildlife
and return completed report; possession of more than two harvest limits at
one time.

150

242.25(f) Fail to promptly deliver fish, wildlife or shellfish when designated to take
wildlife on behalf of another

150

242.25(h)(1) Exceeding the limit of fish, wildlife, or shellfish set forth on the permit. 100

242.25(h)(2) Failure to obtain a permit prior to fishing or hunting. 100

242.25(h)(3) Failure to possess and provide permit while fishing, hunting, or transporting
subsistence-taken fish, wildlife, or shellfish.

100

242.25(h)(4) Failure to keep accurate daily record on permit, if required. 100

242.25(h)(5) Failure to return permit or comply with required harvest information if
required.

100

242.25(i) Possess, transport, give, receive or barter fish, wildlife, or shellfish that was
taken in violation of federal or state law or regulation

250

Utilization
242.25(j)(1) Use fish, wildlife or shellfish as food for dog or furbearer, or as bait, except

as authorized
250

242.25(j)(2)(i) Fail to salvage for human use the hide of a wolf, wolverine, coyote, fox, lynx,
marten, mink, weasel or otter

250

242.25(j)(2)(ii) Fail to salvage for human use the hide and edible meat of a brown/grizzly
bear except as provided.

500

242.25(j)(2)(iii) Fail to salvage for human use hide and edible meat of black bear 500
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242.25(j)(2)(iv) Fail to salvage for human use hide or meat of squirrels, hares, marmots,
beaver, muskrat, or unclassified wildlife

100

242.25(j)(3) Fail to salvage edible meat of ungulates, bear, or grouse and ptarmigan

      Big Game

      Small Game

500

100

242.26 Subsistence Taking of Wildlife: Small game and unclassified game, fur animals, fur bearers,
and big game—the following methods are prohibited
242.26(b)(1) Shoot from, on, or across highway 250

242.26(b)(2) Use of poison 500

242.26(b)(3) Use of a helicopter in any manner 500

242.26(b)(4) Take wildlife from motorized land or air vehicle, when the vehicle is in motion,
or from a motor-driven boat when the boat’s power has not ceased, unless
authorized by regulation

250

242.26(b)(5) Use motorized vehicle to drive, hers or molest wildlife 250

242.26(b)(6) Use or aid of machine gun, set gun, or shotgun larger than 10 gauge 500

242.26(b)(7) Use or aid of a firearm other than a shotgun, muzzle-loaded rifle, or rifle or
pistol using a center-fire cartridge for taking ungulates, bear, wolves, and
wolverine, except as provided.

250

242.26(b)(8) Use of pit, fire, artificial light, radio communication, artificial salt lick,
explosive, barbed arrow, bomb, smoke, chemical, conventional steel trap
with jaw spread over 9 inches or conibear style trap with jaw spread over 11
inches.

250

242.26(b)(9) Use of a snare, except as provided 250

242.26(b)(10) Use of a trap to take ungulates or bear 250

242.26(b)(11) Use of hooks to physically snag, impale, or otherwise take wildlife, except as
provided

250

242.26(b)(12) Use of cross-bow in any area restricted to hunting by bow and arrow for
taking ungulates, bear, wolf, or wolverine

250

242.26(b)(13) Take ungulates, bear, wolf, or wolverine with a bow and arrow, except as
provided

250

242.26(b)(14) Use bait for taking ungulates, bear, wolf or wolverine, except as provided 250

Baiting of Black Bears
242.26(b)(14) (i–viii) Fail to comply with black bear baiting restrictions as provided 250

242.26(b)(15) Take swimming ungulates, near, wolves, or wolverines 250
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242.26(b)(16) Take or assist in taking of ungulates, bear, wolves, wolverine, or other fur-
bearers before 3:00 a.m. following the day in which airborne travel occurred
(excludes regularly scheduled commercial aircraft and the taking of deer)

500

242.26(b)(17) Take bear cub or sow accompanied by cub(s) 500

Wildlife Taken in Defense of Property
242.26(c) Fail to comply with State law when taking wildlife in defense of life or property 250

Prohibited Methods and Means of Taking Fur Animals Under a Hunting License
242.26(d)(1) Disturbing, destroying den (excluding a muskrat pushup or feeding house,

in course of trapping)
250

242.26(d)(2) Disturbing, destroying beaver house 250

242.26(d)(3) Taking beaver by means other than steel trap or snare, except where
permitted by firearm

250

242.26(d)(4) Take otter with trap having jaw spread less than five and seven-eighths
inches during any closed mink or martin season in same GMU

100

242.26(d)(5) Use of net or fish trap except a blackfish or fyke trap 250

242.26(d)(7) Take or assist in taking furbearer by firearm before 3:00 a.m. on the day
following the day airborne transport occurred, except as provided

500

Possession and Transportation of Wildlife
242.26(e)(1) Exceed bag limit for a species, except as provided

      Big Game

      Small Game

500

250

242.26(e)(2) Exceed community harvest limit

       Big Game

       Small Game

500

250

242.26(f)(2) Take more than one brown/grizzly bear in a regulatory year 500

Evidence of Sex and Identity
242.26(g)(1) Possess or transport Dall sheep without born horns accompanying if taking

is restricted to sex
250

242.26(g)(2) Possess or transport ungulate (other than Dall sheep) without external sex
organs attached if taking is restricted to sex, except as provided

250

242.26(g)(3) Possess or transport a moose without both antlers accompanying if taking
is restricted to size configuration, except as provided

250
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Leave Edible Meat on Bones
242.26(h) Fail to leave edible meat on front/hind quarter bones of moose and caribou

harvested as provided, prior to October 1 until removed from field or
processed for human consumption

250

Taking Animals That Have Been Marked or Tagged
242.26(i) Fail to notify appropriate agency within reasonable time upon taking marked

or tagged animal
250

Sealing of Bear Skins and Skulls
242.26(j)(1) Failure to have brown bear or black bear sealed, if required. 250

242.26(j)(2) Possess or transport from Alaska the untanned skin/skull unless first sealed
in accordance with State and Federal regulations unless otherwise
authorized

250

242.26(j)(3) Fail to keep bear skin and skull together until delivered for sealing 250

242.26(j)(3)(i) Fail to keep proof of sex naturally attached to bear skin until delivered for
sealing where required

250

242.26(j)(3)(ii)–(iv) Remove from the area the unsealed skin or skull of a bear taken in an Alaska
Brown Bear Management Area and GMU 5, as provided

250

242.26(j)(4) Provide false information on sealing certificate or temporary sealing form 250

Sealing of Marten, Lynx, Beaver, Otter, Wolf, and Wolverine
242.26(k) Possess or transport from Alaska the untanned, unsealed skin of marten,

lynx, beaver, otter, wolf, or wolverine as provided in (k) and subsections (1)
& (2)

250

242.26(l) Fail to complete a temporary sealing form for species listed in (k), if unable
to comply in person

250

Subsistence Taking Outside of Seasons/Limits
242.26(m) Subsistence taking of wildlife outside of unit seasons, in excess of harvest

limits, excluding traditional religious ceremonies, or in violation of unit-
specific regulations for GMU 1-26.

250

242.26(n) Subsistence taking of wildlife outside of unit seasons, in excess of harvest
limits, or in violation of unit-specific regulations for GMU 1-26.

250

242.27 Subsistence Taking of Fish
Methods, Means, and General Restrictions
242.27(c)(2) Fail to use pots with escape mechanism 250

242.27(c)(3) Use improperly sized gillnet for salmon 100 +
25/Fish

242.27(c)(4) Obstruct more than ½ width of stream with subsistence fishing gear 250
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242.27(c)(5) Use of live non-indigenous fish as bait 250

242.27(c)(6) Fail to mark name and address on side of fishwheel facing midstream 100

242.27(c)(7) Use of red buoys and kegs 100

242.27(c)(8) Fail to mark key, buoy, stakes, or fishing gear and nets with name and
address

100

242.27(c)(9) Take fish by explosives or chemicals 500

242.27(c)(10) Take fish within 300 feet of dam, ladder, weir, culvert or other artificial
obstruction

250

242.27(c)(14) The taking of rainbow trout or steel head trout, except as provided 250

242.27(c)(15) Use of subsistence taken fish for bait in commercial or sport fishing 250

242.27(c)(20) Intentionally wasting or destroying subsistence caught fish or shellfish 250

Fishing Permits and Reports
242.27(e)(3)(i) Taking more fish than allowed by permit 100 +

25/Fish

242.27(e)(3)(ii) Fail to obtain permit prior to fishing 150

242.27(e)(3)(iii) Fail to have permit in possession while fishing or transporting 150

242.27(e)(3)(iv) Fail to keep records as required by permit, i.e., number, species, location 100

Relation to Commercial Fishing
242.27(f)(2) Use combined fishing gear that exceeds commercial limit, when participating

commercial and subsistence fishing at the same time
250

242.27(g) Possess, transport, give, receive, or barter subsistence-taken fish or their
parts contrary to Federal or State law or regulations

250

242.27(i)(1–13) Fail to comply with specific management area restrictions (list/area
restriction) (1–13)

250

Unless otherwise specifically ordered by the United States District Court of the District of Alaska, any wildlife or
property which has been seized within the jurisdiction of the District of Alaska under the authority of 16 U.S.C. §§
551 & 553, where final disposition of the case has been made by either payment of a forfeiture of collateral or a
judgment by the Court on behalf of the U.S. Government and were so authorized by statute, such wildlife or
property shall be forfeited to the U.S. Government and disposed of by the Forest Service in accordance with law,
including 50 CFR Part 12 when applicable, and in such manner as described by the Court, if any.
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36 CFR 261 – PROHIBITIONS

SECTION VIOLATION AMOUNT

SUBPART A – GENERAL PROVISIONS

261.4 Disorderly Conduct
261.4(a) Engaging in fighting 250.00

261.4(b) Addressing any offensive, derisive, or annoying communication that may cause
acts of violence

150.00

261.4(c) Make statements or other actions directed toward inciting or producing imminent
lawless action

150.00

261.4(d) Causing public inconvenience, annoyance, or alarm by making unreasonably loud
noise

100.00

261.5 Fire
261.5(a) Throwing or placing any ignited substance that may cause fire 250.00

261.5(b) Firing any tracer bullet or incendiary ammunition 250.00

261.5(c) Causing timber, trees, slash, brush or grass to burn except as authorized 150.00

261.5(d) Leaving a fire without completely extinguishing 100.00

261.5(e) Allowing a fire to escape from control 500.00

261.5(f) Building, attending, maintaining, or using campfire without removing all flammable
material to prevent its escape

50.00

261.6 Timber and Other Forest Products
261.6(a) Cutting or otherwise damaging any timber, tree, or other forest product, except

as authorized
250.00 +

100.00/Tree

261.6(b) Cutting any standing tree, under permit or contract, before designated for cutting 250.00 +
100.00/Tree

261.6(c) Removing any timber or other forest cut under permit or contract, except to a
place designated for scaling, or removing it from that place before it is accounted
for by a Forest Officer

500.00

261.6(e) Loading, removing or hauling timber or other product without identification as
required by permit or contract

500.00

261.6(f) Selling or exchanging product obtained under free use authority 500.00

261.6(h) Removing any timber, tree, or other forest product except as authorized 250.00 +
100.00/Tree

261.7 Livestock
261.7(a) Unauthorized livestock 250.00

261.7(b) Failure to remove livestock when requested 250.00

261.7(c) Failing to reclose any gate or other entry 25.00
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Schedule for 36 CFR 242 supersedes this schedule.
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261.7(d) Molesting, removing, or releasing impounded livestock 150.00

261.8 Fish and Wildlife 1/

To the extent Federal or State law is violated

261.8(a) Hunting, trapping, fishing, catching, molesting, killing, or having in possession any
kind of wild animal, bird, or fish, or taking the eggs of any such bird

      Big Game

      Fish, small animal, or bird
500.00

125.00 +
25.00/add’l

261.8(b) Possessing weapon capable of destroying animal life 150.00

261.8(c) Possessing equipment usable for hunting, fishing or trapping 150.00

261.8(d) Dogs not on leash or confined 150.00

261.8(e) Curtailing the free movement of animal or plant into or out of a cave, except as
authorized to protect a cave resource

150.00

261.9 Property
261.9(a) Damaging any natural feature or other property of the United States 250.00

261.9(b) Removing any natural feature or other property 250.00

261.9(c) Damaging any plant that is classified as a threatened, sensitive, rare or unique
species

100.00 +
50.00/plant

261.9(d) Removing any plant that is classified as a threatened, sensitive, rare or unique
species

100.00 +
50.00/plant

261.9(e) Entering any building, structure, or enclosed area not open to public 250.00

261.9(h) Removing any prehistoric, historic or archaeological resource, structure, site,
artifact or property

350.00

261.9(j) Excavating, damaging, or removing any cave resource from a cave without a
special use permit, or removing from commercial purposes

500.00

261.10 Occupancy and Use
261.10(a) Constructing, placing, or maintaining structure or facilities without authorization 500.00

261.10(b) Possession, occupancy, or use for residential purposes without authorization 500.00

261.10(c) Selling or offering for sale any merchandise or conducting any work activity
without authorization

500.00

261.10(d) Discharging weapons capable of injury or damage 250.00
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261.10(e) Abandoning any personal property 100.00

261.10(f) Placing a vehicle or other object in such a manner that it is an impediment or
hazard to the safety or convenience of any person

50.00

261.10(g) Commercial distribution of printed material without authorization 100.00

261.10(h) Interfering with administrative use of an area when commercially distributing
printed material, or misrepresenting the purpose or affiliations of those selling or
distributing the materials

150.00

261.10(i) Unreasonable disturbance of persons through use of sound producing devices,
such as radios, televisions, instruments or motors near campsites, recreation
sites, or over adjacent waters

50.00

261.10(j) Public address systems in or near campsites, recreation sites or adjacent waters 50.00

261.10(k) Use or occupancy without special-use authorization when required 350.00

261.10(l) Violating any term or condition of a permit 150.00

261.10(m) Failing to stop a vehicle when directed to do so by a Forest Official 250.00

261.10(n) Failing to pay any special use fee or other charges as required 150.00

216.10(o) Discharging or igniting a firecracker, rocket, or other fireworks or explosive into
or within a cave

150.00

261.11 Sanitation
261.11(a) Depositing in toilet, toilet vault, or plumbing fixture any substance which could

damage or interfere with operation or maintenance
150.00

261.11(b) Possessing or leaving refuse, debris, or litter in an exposed or unsanitary
condition

150.00

261.11(c) Placing in or near open water any substance which may pollute 250.00

261.11(d) Failure to dispose of all garbage or rubbish either by removal from the site or
depositing into receptacles provided for such use

50.00

261.11(e) Depositing garbage or trash from private property or land under special use
permit, except when container is provided for such use

250.00

261.12 Forest Roads and Trails
261.12(a) Load, weight, height, length or width restrictions 250.00

261.12(b) Failure to have vehicle weighed if required 250.00

261.12(c) Damaging or leaving in a damaged condition any road or trail 250.00

261.12(d) Restricting, or interfering with use of road, trail or gate 125.00

261.13 Motor Vehicle Use
Possessing or operating a motor vehicle on National Forest System lands not
designated for that use

100.00
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261.14 Use by Over-snow Vehicles
Possessing or operating an over-snow vehicle on National Forest System lands
in violation of a restriction or prohibition 

100.00

261.15 Use of Vehicles Off Roads
261.15(a) Without valid license as required by State law 100.00

261.15(b) Without operable braking system 50.00

261.15(c) Without operable head and tail lights one-half hour after sunset and one-half hour
before sunrise

50.00

261.15(d) Noise emission above national or State standards 100.00

261.15(f) Excessive or unusual smoke 50.00

261.15(g) Carelessly, recklessly, or without regard to safety of any person or property 250.00

261.15(h) In a manner which damages or unreasonably disturbs the land, wildlife, or
vegetative resources

100.00

261.15(i) In violation of State law established for vehicles used off roads 50.00

261.16 Developed Recreation Sites
261.16(a) Occupying any site for other than recreational purposes 50.00

261.16(b) Fire outside of stove, grill, fireplace, or fire ring provided by the government 50.00

261.16(c) Cleaning or washing any personal property, fish, animal, or food, bathing at a
hydrant or water faucet not provided for that purpose

25.00

261.16(d) Discharging or igniting fireworks or explosives 100.00

261.16(e) Occupying between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. a place designated for day use only 25.00

261.16(f) Failure to remove all camping equipment or personal property when vacating the
area

50.00

261.16(g) Equipment except in a place specifically designated or provided 50.00

261.16(h) No attendance during first night equipment has been set up, without
permission

50.00

261.16(i) Camping equipment unattended more than 24 hours without permission 50.00

261.16(j) Dogs or other animals not on leash under 6 feet long or otherwise contained 50.00

261.16(k) Animals other than seeing eye dogs in swimming areas 50.00

261.16(l) Saddle, pack, or draft animal except as authorized by signing 100.00

261.16(m) Operating or parking motor vehicle or trailer except in places developed for the
purpose

25.00

261.16(n) Operating pr parking bicycle, motorbike, or motorcycle on trails not designated for
that use

50.00
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261.16(o) Operating or parking motorbike, motorcycle, or other motor vehicle except for
entering or leaving

50.00

261.16(p) Depositing body waste except in receptacles provided for that purpose 100.00

261.17 Admission, Recreation, and Special Recreation Permit Fees
261.17 Failing to pay established fee for admission, or entrance to or use of a site,

facility, equipment or service provided by the United States is prohibited [The
maximum fine shall not exceed 100.00]

25.00

261.18 National Forest Wilderness
261.18(a) Possessing or using motorized equipment except as authorized 250.00

261.18(b) Possessing or using hang glider or bicycle 50.00

261.18(c) Landing of aircraft, or dropping or picking up of any material, supplies, or person
by means of aircraft, including a helicopter

500.00

261.22 Unauthorized Use of “Smokey Bear” and “Woodsy Owl” Symbols
261.22(a) Manufacture, importation, reproduction, or use of “Smokey Bear” except as

authorized
250.00

261.22(b) Manufacture, importation, reproduction, or use of “Woodsy Owl” except as
authorized

250.00

SUBPART B PROHIBITIONS IN AREAS DESIGNATED BY ORDER

261.52(a) Building, maintaining, attending or using a fire, campfire, or stove fire 100.00

261.52(b) Using an explosive 125.00

261.52(c) Smoking 50.00

261.52(d) Smoking, except within a vehicle, building, or in an area at least three feet in
diameter and cleared of all flammable material

50.00

261.52(e) Going into or being upon an area 50.00

261.52(f) Possessing or using fireworks or other pyrotechnic device 100.00

261.52(g) Entering an area without firefighting tools prescribed by the order 50.00

261.52(h) Operating an internal combustion engine 100.00

261.52(i) Welding, or using torch with open flame 100.00

261.52(k) Violating specific State laws 100.00

261.53 Special Closures
When provided in an order, it is prohibited to go into or be upon any area which is closed for the protection
of:

261.53(a) Threatened, endangered, rare, unique, or vanishing species of plants, animals,
birds, or fish

250.00
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261.53(b) Special biological communities 250.00

261.53(c) Objects or areas of historical, archaeological, geological, or paleontological
interest

250.00

261.53(d) Scientific experiments or investigations 250.00

261.53(e) Public health or safety 250.00

261.53(f) Property 250.00

261.54 Forest Development Roads
261.54(a) Using prohibited vehicle 100.00

261.54(b) Use by prohibited traffic 100.00

261.54(c) Commercial hauling without a permit 250.00

261.54(d) Vehicle in violation of speed, load, weight, height, length, width, or other special
limitations

250.00

261.54(e) Being on the road 50.00

261.54(f) Operating a vehicle carelessly, recklessly or without regard for rights or safety of
other persons or property

100.00

261.55 Forest Development Trails
261.55(a) Being on trail 50.00

261.55(b) Using vehicle 150.00

261.55(c) Use by type of traffic or mode of transport prohibit by the order 100.00

261.55(d) Violating vehicle width, etc. limits 100.00

261.55(e) Shortcutting a switchback 50.00

261.56 Use of Vehicles Off Forest Development Roads
261.56 When provided by order, use or possession of vehicle off Forest development

roads
150.00

261.57 National Forest Wilderness
261.57(a) Entering or being in the area 50.00

261.57(b) Possessing prohibited equipment 100.00

261.57(c) Possessing a firearm or fireworks 100.00

261.57(d) Possessing a non-burnable food or beverage 50.00

261.57(e) Grazing 50.00

261.57(f) Storing equipment, personal property, or supplies 250.00

261.57(g) Disposing of debris, garbage, or other waste 150.00

261.57(h) Possessing or using a wagon, cart, or other vehicle 100.00
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261.58 Occupancy and Use
261.58(a) Camping longer than allowed 100.00

261.58(b) Entering or using a developed recreational site or portion thereof 75.00

261.58(c) Entering or remaining in campgrounds during night periods except occupants 50.00

261.58(d) Occupying site with prohibited equipment 50.00

261.58(e) Camping 50.00

261.58(f) Exceeding specified number of users 50.00

261.58(g) Parking in violation of posted instructions 25.00

261.58(h) Parking outside assigned space 25.00

261.58(i) Possessing, parking or leaving more than two vehicles per camp unit 50.00

261.58(j) Being publicly nude 100.00

261.58(k) Entering or being in a body of water 75.00

261.58(l) Being in area after sundown or before sunrise 50.00

261.58(m) Discharging a firearm, air rifle, or gas gun 250.00

261.58(n) Possessing or operating a motorboat 50.00

261.58(o) Water skiing 50.00

261.58(p) Storing or leaving a boat or raft 100.00

261.58(q) Operating watercraft in excess of posted speed limit 100.00

261.58(r) Launching a boat except at designated ramp 50.00

261.58(s) Possessing or transporting a bird or animal 125.00

261.58(t) Possessing or transporting any part of a tree or plant 100.00 +
50.00/plant

261.58(u) Being in area between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. except for persons camping or
visiting campers

50.00

261.58(v) Fishing

Hunting (small animals and birds)

                                                                                                                           
Hunting (large animals)

125.00 +
25.00/fish
125.00 +

25.00/add’l

500.00

261.58(w) Possessing or transporting any motor or mechanical device capable of propelling
a watercraft through water by any means

50.00

261.58(x) Using any wheel, roller, or mechanical device for the overland transportation of
any watercraft

50.00
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261.58(y) Landing of aircraft, or dropping or picking up any material, supplies, or persons
by means of an aircraft, including a helicopter

500.00

261.58(z) Entering or being on lands or waters within the boundaries component of the
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System

150.00

261.58(aa) Riding, hitching, tethering or hobbling a horse or other saddle or pack animal in
violation of posted instructions

100.00

261.58(bb) Possessing a beverage which is defined as an alcoholic beverage by State law 50.00

261.58(cc) Possessing or storing any food or refuse as specified in the order. 100.00

261.58(ee) Depositing any body waste in caves except in provided receptacles 200.00


